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About "Performer"...

Performer is meant for teachers and students in all subjects. It combines the power of a data base tool and 
the educational interest of a computer-assisted presentation. You may build up quite easily a library of 
multimedia cards-Question cards, Text cards, Biography cards, Period cards, Event cards or Media 
cards-which you or others will be able to retrieve by means of various, original search tools, in order to 
consult them, place them in bookmarks and present them in a dynamic and interactive slide show.

Performer search tools include, among others, a Date or Theme or Key word search as well as a 
Chronology search which help draw a parallel, on a timeline axis, between different card categories (for 
instance, biographies of important figures in the left column and main social events or historical periods 
in the right column; written productions or media productions on the left, prevalent literary or artistic 
trends on the right, etc.). The user who creates cards may add hyperlinks to smooth navigation among 
them or to access Web sites.

During the slide show, you may activate sound or audiovisual media, enlarge images or texts, highlight 
excerpts with a colour marker, draw with a pen lines or shapes on the card, move from one card to 
another through hyperlinks or display Web pages. You may also visualize the whole set of cards which 
you have placed on a timeline.

You may consider several educational scenarios. For example, a teacher may set up a library of cards 
dealing with his whole course and, every week, place in the bookmarks those he wants to explain in class. 
Another may ask students to consult the Question cards (s)he prepared, and find input for reply by using 
search tools and hyperlinks throughout the library. Students may be asked to come up with a slide show 
based on their teacher's cards or, better still, create their own cards and present them to fellow students.

As an example, a library based on Performer may involve cards with standard literary texts illustrated 
by a large number of contextual data: art works, biographies, interviews, music excerpts, main literary 
and artistic trends, contemporary sociocultural events, analysis or essay questions on the texts, works of 
art, etc. This wealth of multimedia data enables students to examine texts in a truly dynamic way, and 
gives them the opportunity to establish links between various events in the cultural or personal reality 
of authors, or to compare these texts with others or with works of art. This highly stimulating 
environment will allow students to look at works with a new perspective. Also, it may encourage them to 
add new cards that will improve the initial library, or may entice them to come up with their own 
comments, reviews or literary criticism focused on these works. And, who knows, they might even end up 
building their own library!
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"File" menu

The "File" menu contains the commands for library management.

New

New ("Ctrl+N" in Windows or "Apple+N" in Mac OS) starts a new library in which the user will be able 
to add Question cards, Text cards, Biography cards, Event cards, Period cards and Medium cards. As soon 
as you strike this command, a dialog box asks you to fill in the name of the new library (maximum 32 
characters) and to specify where it will be saved.  A directory with this name is then created in the 
appointed place. It contains first the library file (library name followed by the ".int" extension, e.g. 
"My-library.int") and also a file called "MEDIA" in which the images, the sounds and video footages of the 
user's cards will automatically be inserted. Normally, the user should not change this configuration, and 
ideally, the "MEDIA" file should be placed in the same directory as that of the library (".int" file). If this 
is not the case, a dialog box will ask the user, as soon as the library opens or later on, to determine the 
location of the folder which contains the media. 

Open...

Open... ("Ctrl+O" in Windows or "Apple+O" in Mac OS) opens a library after it was saved. A standard 
dialog box presents the content of discs or peripherals, and opens a file with the ".int" or ".ind" extension 
if the user has exported a slide show (see below "Export slide show"). When this command is running, 
the software checks whether the "MEDIA" folder is located in the same directory as that of the library 
(".int" or ".ind" file). If not, the user must indicate where the folder is, otherwise the media will not be 
included in the cards. 

The user may open several libraries and switch from one to the other by clicking their respective 
windows or by selecting a particular library in the "Windows" menu. The menu commands apply only to 
the  active library, i.e. the one in the foreground. 

Close

Close ("Ctrl+W" in Windows or "Apple+W" in Mac OS) discontinues the active library window (the one 
in the foreground, if several windows are open). If this library  has been modified since it was opened, 
the user will have to decide whether or not (s)he wants to save these changes before closing the window. 

Save

Save ("Ctrl+S" in Windows or "Apple+S" in Mac OS) records the changes made in the active library (the 
one in the foreground, if several are open). The name given to a library must include less than 32 
characters, followed by the ".int" extension  (e.g. "My-library.int").

Save as...

Save as... records under another name the active library in the foreground. This name given to a library 
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must include less than 32 characters, followed by the ".int" extension  (e.g. "My-library-copy.int").

Export slide show

Export slide show is available only if the user has placed cards in bookmarks (see below "Bookmarks" 
under "Consult library"). When this command is running, a file with the ".ind" extension  (e.g. 
"My-library.ind") is saved in the same directory as that of the active library. This ".ind" file contains 
the same data as those in the original library, except that when it opens, Performer starts the "Present 
slide show" activity, and the "Quit slide show" command then quits the software. Please note, however, 
that the ".ind" file is not an autonomous application: it does require the installation of Performer in the 
computer.

Print format...

Print format... displays the print dialog box in which you may define paper size and printing orientation 
(portrait or landscape). When a particular print format is needed-for instance printing slides or 
timelines, which requires the landscape orientation-,Performer ignores the  format the user has 
selected.

Qu i t

Quit ("Ctrl+Q" in Windows or "Apple +Q" in Mac OS) exits Performer. If changes were made in any of the 
open libraries, the user must decide whether or not (s)he wants to save them before each window closes 
one after the other.
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"Editing" menu

"Editing" groups the Editing commands, as in the majority of software programs. Most of these commands 
apply to the various text fields that can be edited in Performer. Yet, some also apply to the table that 
contains the card list in the "Editing library" file.

Cancel

Cancel ("Ctrl+Z" in Windows or "Apple+Z" in Mac OS) aborts the last operation made in a text field, or 
deletes the last typed characters.

Redo

Redo ("Ctrl+R" in Windows or "Apple+R" in Mac OS) restores the operation made in a text field and 
which you have just cancelled, or it rewrites the last characters that have just been erased.

Cut

If the cursor lies in a text field, and a fragment of text is selected, the Cut command ("Ctrl+X" in 
Windows or "Apple+X" in Mac OS) deletes the selected text.

In the "Editing library" activity, this command removes the card(s) selected in the table. A dialog box 
then asks you to confirm what you have just done, since you will never again be able to recover these 
deleted cards. 

Copy

If the cursor lies in a text field, the Copy command ("Ctrl+C" in Windows or "Apple+C" in Mac OS) 
stores in the computer memory the selected text for further use, for example in order to paste it in 
another text zone in Performer or in another software (see above the Cut command).

In the "Editing library" activity, this command stores in the computer memory the content of the selected 
card(s) in the table. This operation allows you to "paste" these cards (see below the Paste command) in 
another library. Notice, however, that only fields containing text are exported to the new library. 
Obviously enough, the links with the cards in the old library (e.g. the content of the "More relevant 
cards" field) cannot stay in the new one.

Paste

If the cursor lies in a text field, the Paste command ("Ctrl+V" in Windows or "Apple+V" in Mac OS) 
inserts, at the very spot where the cursor blinks, the last section of text that was cut off (Cut command) 
or copied (Copy command) in another text field in Performer, or from another software.

In the "Editing library" activity, this command "pastes" in a library the cards already "copied" in 
another (see above the Copy command). Yet, bear in mind that only fields containing text are exported. 
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For obvious reasons, the links with the cards in the old library (e.g. the content of the "More relevant 
cards" field) cannot remain in the new one.

Select all

Select all ("Ctrl+A" in Windows or "Apple+A" in Mac OS) retains either the entire text in the text field 
being edited or the whole set of cards in the table, in the "Editing library" activity.

Add style in card text fields…

When you edit the content of a card, the commands below modify the style of a section of preselected text. 
For computer simplification purposes, the style is not directly displayed in the Editing window; the 
expression to which a style is applied is then framed by HTML-type "tags" (this technical detail is aimed 
at whoever can grasp this jargon…). You may see the result of this operation in the card only when the 
Editing window is closed. (Note. It is impossible to change the style of the main field in cards, i.e.  the 
statement of a Question card, the title of a Text card, the character's name in a Biography card, the title of 
a Period card, the title of an Event card, the title of a Medium card.) 

No rma l

Normal ("Ctrl+-" in Windows or "Apple+-" in Mac OS) removes all style in the selected part of the text.

Bo ld

Bold ("Ctrl+B" in Windows or "Apple+B" in Mac OS) writes in bold type the text selected ("B" tags stand 
for "Bold").

I t a l i c

Italic ("Ctrl+I" in Windows or "Apple+I" in Mac OS) writes in italic type the text selected ("I" tags stand 
for "Italic").

Unde r l i n e

Underline ("Ctrl+U" in Windows or "Apple+U" in Mac OS) underlines the selected text ("U" tags stand 
for "Underline"). (Note. You are very strongly advised not to adopt this particular style as Performer 
already uses it to point out hyperlinks; see below "For further information…" section).

Left indent

Left indent ("Ctrl+T" in Windows or "Apple+T" in Mac OS), when applied to part of a selected text, aligns 
this text along a left indentation of about 25 pixels, except the first line in each paragraph.
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"Activities" menu

The "Activities" menu allows the user to choose an activity among those proposed in Performer. Each of 
these activities is connected with different functionalities that will be described in their respective 
sections: 

> Editing library
> Consult library (List-search mode or Chronology-search mode)
> Prepare slide show
> Present slide show

When a user picks an activity, the window title displays its name, followed by the library name in 
parentheses [e.g. "Consult library (My-library.int)" or "Prepare slide show (My-library.int)"], and 
the window content changes accordingly.

When you set up a new library (or when you open a library that does not contain any card), the software 
activates by default the "Editing library" command; when you open a library with the ".int" extension, 
the software activates the "Consult library" command; if you open a file with the ".ind" extension (i.e. a 
slide show that was saved with the "Export slide show" command (see above "Export slide show" under 
"File" menu), the software automatically starts the "Present slide show" activity.
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Editing l ibrary

"Editing library" prepares the content of a library by adding, deleting or modifying cards (Question 
cards, Text cards, Biography cards, Period cards, Event cards or Medium cards).

In this mode, the main window in Performer is entitled "Editing library (<name of library>)." The top 
banner contains a search field, buttons and tabs (Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, Media). 
The bottom field includes a table with several columns which list the library cards related to the active 
tab category.

Search field

- "Search" field in the main window banner of Performer displays by default the phrase "All cards," 
which means that the card list in the table just below carries the whole set of cards. You may 
substitute this text for a sequence of expressions (with <and> separating each of them), then start a 
search operation (see below the "Buttons" section). You may write any expression whatsoever in the 
"Search" field since the system looks into almost all the card fields, not just into the Theme field and 
the Key words field. There are two particular types of expressions: you may either write the unique 
code of a card in the "Search" field in order to retrieve it directly (e.g. Q-32 or T-104), or you 
may add the words "*active" or "*inactive" in order to retrieve only the cards that involve this 
characteristic (see below the explanation for eye-shaped button, under "Cards"). (Note. When you 
search for cards by means of the unique code or of the words "*active" or "*inactive," the software 
ignores the dates appearing in the "Date" and "to" fields.)

- "Date" and "to" fields contain by default the "*" symbol, which means that the card list in the table 
just below is not restricted to any start date or end date whatsoever. In order to limit the research, 
you may substitute these symbols for dates (year in figures only).

Buttons

- arrow-down button, at the end of the "Search" field, submits a menu with a list of themes (i.e. all 
the themes you plan when you prepare cards). Whenever you select a theme, it shows in the 
"Search" field, preceded, if necessary, by <and>.

- zoom-shaped button starts a search operation in the library cards, taking into account both the 
expressions written in the "Search" field and the dates defined in the "Date" and "to" fields. The 
result appears on top of the table (e.g. "6 texts / Saint-Denys Garneau <and> Love / from 1945 to 
1950"), and the card list in the table changes accordingly: the software displays only the cards 
carrying ALL the specified expressions included between the dates identified, and corresponding to 
the active tab (Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, Media).

- the circle-with-two-arrows button resets a search operation: the expression "All cards" appears in 
the "Search" field, and the "*" symbol, in the "Date" and "to" fields. The table provides the list of all 
the cards dealing with the active tab (Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, Media).

- "+" button offers a menu that can either add a new card in the same category as that of the active tab 
(Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, Media), or duplicate the selected card(s). 
"Duplicate..." will help you rapidly design a new card with several fields similar to those of an 
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existing one, but without having to fill in again all these fields. (See below "Editing card" to find out 
how to create or change a card.)

- "-" button suggests a menu that can delete either the selected card(s) or all cards corresponding to 
the category of cards belonging in the active tab (Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, 
Media). For safety purposes, as this deletion cannot be cancelled once it is activated, a dialog box 
asks the user to confirm it.

- printer-shaped button provides a menu that enables you to print: (a) the content of the selected 
card(s); (b) the content of all the cards corresponding to the category of cards belonging in the 
active tab (Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, Media); or (c) the card list in the table 
that contains this list. In the latter case, a dialog box asks you to choose the column(s) you want to 
print. 

Tabs

Each of the six tabs (Questions, Texts, Biographies, Periods, Events, Media) correlates with a category of 
cards. When you click one of these tabs, the table list changes and displays only the cards matching this 
particular tab (and matching, if necessary, the search criteria in the top banner). Notice the distinct 
colour associated with each category of cards: blue with questions, red with texts, green with 
biographies, purple with periods, yellow with events and orange with media. It would be highly advisable 
to memorize these colours since they continually appear in Performer to remind you of a specific type of 
card. For instance, a hyperlink relating to a Biography card is preceded by a green square; a purple 
timeline indicates the length of a period commented upon in a Period card; the menu that appears when 
you click a blue square will list Questions cards; a text with a yellow border comes from the enlargement 
of one of the Event cards; etc.

Table with card list

In Editing mode and List-search mode, library cards are listed in a table. Each table line corresponds to a 
particular card. A single click on a line displays it in bold type, in the colour corresponding to the card 
category. This indicates it has been selected. (Note. If the text in the line turns grey instead of bold, it 
means the card is "inactive." We will later analyse first how and why to make a card "inactive," and 
second the implication of this "inactive" feature on the various Performer activities) . When you click 
several lines in the table one after the other while pressing the "Ctrl" key in Windows or "Apple" in Mac 
OS, you may select (or deselect, according to the situation) several cards. This is a convenient function 
when you wish to delete, print or duplicate more than a card at a time, or drag simultaneously several 
cards into the bookmark field. When you double-click a line in the table, the equivalent card appears in 
the foreground (unless it is "inactive"). The following section, entitled "Cards," describes the content of a 
card; the next one, "Editing card," explains how to create or edit a card.

Each column in a table corresponds to a field in the card. When you click a column heading, the cards 
appear in the alphabetical order if the column contains text, or in increasing order of magnitude if the 
column contains figures. Only the heading of the last column reacts differently: when you click it, a menu 
itemizes all types corresponding to the category of cards in the active tab; you may select a particular 
type to restrict the card list to that specific type only. You may as well modify column width by clicking 
the vertical line and then move left or right.
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Regardless of the tab selected, first column in the table always matches the card code in the library. 
Performer automatically allots this unique code when the card is produced. The code is made up of: (a) a 
capital letter corresponding to the card category (Q for Question, T for Text, L for Library, P for Period, 
E for Event and M for Medium); (b) a dash; (c) a figure. Note that this code may serve as key word in the 
search field of the main window in Performer.

In second column, an [X] indicates that the card is active, and a blank space, that it is inactive.
third column and the card main field always coincide. This column shows up in the same colour as that of 
the active tab. For Text, Period, Event and Medium cards, field and card title harmonize; for Biography 
cards, field and character's name harmonize; for Question cards, field and question statement harmonize. 
The next columns contain data that vary according to the card category. 

last column relates to card type. Actually, as explained below in "Editing card," the user may refine card 
classification by allotting cards a particular type (e.g. Question-Essay, Question-Reflection, 
Text-Literary, Text-Historical, Library-Politician, Biography-Writer, Medium-Work of art, 
Medium-Photograph(y), Medium-Music, Medium-Map, etc.).

Cards

There are six types of cards, each symbolized by a distinct colour. This is a brief description of the six 
categories and the list of headers that the corresponding cards include. Some of these headers turn out in 
all categories while others apply specifically to certain types. Some headers refer to the main field of the 
card, i.e. to the more prominent one on the left of the card, but others correspond to the secondary field, 
below the main field. "Editing card" below explains the meaning of each header and the way to enter data. 

Question cards

The main field of the Question cards (in blue) is a statement. It may be: (a) an actual question (e.g. an 
open question, a development question, an essay-type question); (b) a reflection; (c) a comment that 
initiates a research in the library. Potential headers for this type of cards:

- Question-type card
- Statement (main field)
- Card 1 related to the statement
- Card 2 related to the statement
- Comment
- Themes
- More relevant cards
- For further information…
- Key words 

Text cards

Text cards (in red) provide a text. It may be a poem, a novel excerpt, an article, a letter, a legal or 
historic document, etc. Potential headers for this type of cards:

- Text-type card
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- Title (main field)
- Author (secondary field)
- Enhancing medium
- Context
- Edition date/year
- Text
- Analysis tracks
- Comment
- Themes
- Periods
- Questions
- More relevant cards
- For further information…
- Key words 

Biography cards

Biography cards (in green) deal with a character's life (e.g. king, pope, painter, author, politician, 
etc.). Potential headers for this type of cards:

- Biography-type card
- Name (main field)
- Dates of birth and death (secondary field)
- Enhancing medium
- Place of birth / death
- Note
- Events
- Comment
- Themes
- Questions
- Same-author cards
- More relevant cards
- For further information…
- Key words

Period cards

Period cards (in purple) relate to a given time, a trend (e.g. literary, artistic…), an era, etc. They 
involve more or less long spans during which events or very specific actions took place (they are 
discussed below in "Event cards"). Potential headers for this type of cards: 

- Period-type cards
- Title (main field)
- Start date and end date (secondary field)
- Enhancing medium
- Note
- Comment
- Themes
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- Questions
- More relevant cards
- For further information…
- Key words 

 Event cards

Event cards (in yellow) refer to either outstanding and reasonably precise events that occurred during a 
well-known character's life (biographical events), or to the history of a region or of a nation (historic 
events). Potential headers for this type of cards:

- Event-type card
- Title (main field)
- Start date and end date (secondary field)
- Enhancing medium
- Place
- Note
- Comment
- Themes
- Questions
- More relevant cards
- For further information…
- Key words 

 Medium cards

Medium cards (in orange) describe an image (photograph, work of art, map, plan, etc.), a sound (music 
extract, radio program, interview, etc.) or an audiovisual sequence (film, TV show, video… extracts). 
Potential headers for this type of cards:

- Medium-type card
- Title (main field)
- Author (secondary field)
- Production date/year
- Medium
- Analysis tracks
- Note
- Comment
- Themes
- Periods
- Questions
- More relevant cards
- For further information…
- Key words 

In grey banner of the card, there is a closing box on the right and, on the left, close to the square with the 
characteristic colour of the card, the name of its category, a dash and its type, if necessary.
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Header list is always located on the left of the vertical line in the middle of the card. In Editing mode, this 
list contains all the headers you can use to edit this type of card. When you click a header, a card Editing 
window appears in the foreground and is automatically inserted in the selected header. In Search mode, 
this list will not be necessarily complete: only the headers with data are displayed.

On the left of the vertical line in the middle of the card, the space over the list of headers is restricted to 
the main field (e.g. the question statement, the character's name, the title of the text, of the period, of the 
event or of the medium). The colour of this text and that of the card category are identical: blue for 
Questions, red for Texts, green for Biographies, purple for Periods, yellow for Events and orange for 
Media. Besides, the font size corresponds to the one the user has selected when (s)he made it. In this main 
field (except for Question cards), a secondary field will show up (e.g. the author of the text or of the 
medium, the character's dates of birth and death, the start date and end date of the given period or event). 
In the Text cards and the Medium cards, the secondary field, i.e. the author's name in the main field, will 
serve as a hyperlink if it correlates with an existing Biography card.

The entire right-hand side of the card contains the other headers in which the user has entered the data. If 
this whole set of data exceeds the height of the card, a scroll bar pops up. In Search mode, you may click 
the various headers in the list you can see on the left in order to scroll the text on the right so that the 
content of the selected header shows on the screen.

By running the cursor on the card, you realize it takes on several shapes according as you place it in 
various fields. The open-hand cursor means you cannot click that particular field. The pointing-hand 
cursor allows you to click the button, the field or the text; you may then reach a menu or activate a 
hyperlink. The zoom-shaped cursor with "+" indicates you may enlarge the text or the image, and reduce 
them with "-".

The small colour squares lined up at the bottom of the card do not fulfil aesthetic purposes only! Indeed, if 
you click each of them, a menu will list all the cards that were found after the last search operation was 
completed. Besides, the category of this menu corresponds to the colour of the square (blue for Question 
cards, red for Text cards, green for Biography cards, purple for Period cards, yellow for Event cards and 
orange for Medium cards). These short menus are quite useful to reach a card without having to close the 
one in the foreground. (Note. These little colour squares are active only during these two activities: 
"Editing library" or "Consult library-List-search mode or Chronology-search mode".)

In Editing mode, the card shows three buttons in the bottom right corner:

- eye-shaped button makes the card "active" or "inactive." This option may be appropriate (a) to 
prevent the user from seeing the content of some cards (incomplete or being developed) or (b) to 
create cards containing only a title and dates which will be displayed exclusively on timelines. The 
eye shape (open or closed), in the top left corner of the card, signals that the card is "active" or 
"inactive." Note that the word "inactive" may be open to interpretation; its implication in each 
Performer activity will therefore have to be explained:

In "Consult library, List-search mode" or "Consult library, Chronology-search mode," "inactive" 
cards do appear in the card lists, but in grey. Double-clicking the title of these cards does not 
result, as it would with others, in displaying the card, hence the word "inactive." However, these 
cards can be dragged into bookmarks if you wish them to appear on the slide show timeline.

In "Prepare slide show" mode, "inactive" cards are included in the list of thumbnail cards, but they 
carry the entry "Inactive card" and are not numbered like the others.
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When a slide show is presented, these cards never show up as slides. Yet, they appear in grey on the 
timeline.

In Editing mode ("Editing library" activity), you may have an "inactive" card come out on the screen 
so you can carry on editing it.

- The button with three lines slightly staggered provides a menu with all the cards that were consulted 
since the one in the foreground was displayed. This button therefore refers to a "History" menu, 
which proves quite convenient when you navigate from one card to another and wish to come back to 
cards previously consulted.

- The printer-shaped button prints the detailed content of the card.

"Special features of cards in Search mode" in "Consult library" below explains the few noticeable 
differences between a card screened in Editing mode versus another screened in Search mode.

Editing card

To create a card, click "+" and select "New card <card category>." A new line is then added to the table, and 
the card turns up in the foreground. All the rest is empty, except for (a) the title allotted by default 
(*Card <card category> untitled <unique code automatically allotted by the software>) and (b) the list of 
all the headers you may insert in this type of card.

To fill in or modify a card content, just click one of the headers on the list. As a result, the Editing 
window of the card appears in the foreground and is instantly placed in the selected header. You then 
simply enter the data in the field(s) you choose. If you close this Editing window by clicking the "Cancel" 
window, the data recorded in the various fields will not be saved. On the other hand, if you click the "OK" 
button, the data in the Editing window are instantly saved in the card, in a preset format. Except for the 
list of headers, which always remains complete in Editing mode, the card instantly appears in Search 
mode, so that you can adjust the content if necessary or check its various functionalities.

Strictly speaking, no field in any header is compulsory; complete only those you deem necessary. For 
example, a card could contain just a title and dates. If such a card can be interesting in a 
Chronology-search mode or on a slide show timeline, it will not be very handy, though, to display it. You 
may then make it "inactive" by selecting this option when you click the eye-shaped button, in the bottom 
right corner of the card being edited. Normally, however, you are advised to enter data in the main fields 
of the card (e.g. those corresponding to the columns of the tables containing card lists or those that serve 
as main or secondary field of the card), otherwise the card may likely become immaterial or nowhere to 
be found. The more a card contains data in different fields, the more it involves a wealth of information, 
and the more hyperlinks will spin a close web among library cards and will open up fruitful windows on 
the Web.

Below is (a) a list of the various headers you may include in the card Editing window and (b) the way to 
proceed. Some of these headers turn out in all card categories while others belong specifically in some 
categories only (see above "Cards" to find out which headers apply depending on the card category). To 
avoid repetition, the explanations below group some headers either because their Editing mode is similar 
or because what you record in their fields is written in the same section on the card.
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Note. Should you wish to use style (or character attributes: italic, bold, underlined… characters) in 
some headers, refer to Add style in card text fields…, under "Editing" menu above.

 "Type of card <card category>" header

"Type of card <card category>" shows up in all categories of cards (Question cards, Text cards, Biography 
cards, Period cards, Event cards, Medium cards). It is meant to refine card classification by adding a 
more specific type (e.g. Question-Essay, Question-Reflection, Text-Literary, Text-Historic, 
Medium-Photograph(y), Medium-music extract, Medium-map, etc.).

By default, the "Type of card <card category >" field contains the expression "No type." Use the 
arrow-down button at the end of this field to select the type of card in the list supplied. Obviously, at the 
beginning, this list is empty. You may add various types to this list thanks to "Editing types <card 
category>." Just write an expression in the space provided for and click the "+" button. The expression is 
then added simultaneously to the list and to the "Type of card <card category>" field. The trash-shaped 
button is designed to remove from the list a type deemed incorrect or useless. To do so, select the 
expression you  want to get rid of (arrow-down button, at the end of the editing field), and then click the 
trash.

When you close the card Editing window, both the card category and its type appear in grey characters, 
separated by a dash, in the top left corner of the card banner, close to the small square with the 
corresponding colour.

Headers: "Title," "Name" and "Statement"

"Title" (for Text, Period, Event and Medium cards), "Name" (for Biography cards) or "Statement" (for 
Question cards) headers correspond to the main field of the card, i.e. (a) the one in the second column of 
the table containing the card list and (b) the one highlighted in the card, in the left section, and 
displaying the colour associated with the card category (blue for questions, red for texts, green for 
biographies, purple for periods, yellow for events and orange for media).

If you wish to edit this header, just write or paste in its field the appropriate text (i.e. the card title, the 
author's name or the question statement), then choose the font size-between 10 and 20 points-depending 
on the length of the text entered or on the effect sought after by the card.

The "Statement" field in Question cards has a particular feature when compared with the "Title" and 
"Name" fields of other cards. After you write the question statement in the text field you are editing and 
choose the font size, you may select one or two cards you want to associate with the question. To this end, 
select cards in two separate tables which contain the list of all library cards. For instance, for a question 
dealing with a given text, you may pick out this text in the list in the first table and then select it. A 
summary of that Text card (i.e. a few preset fields) will then show up in the top right section of the 
Question card being edited. This special feature takes on a very special interest in the next example. Let's 
say the question makes a comparison between a text and a work of art (medium). You may  therefore 
select the text, in the table "Card 1 related to statement," and the work of art, in the table "Card 2 related 
to statement." When you close the card Editing window, a summary of these two cards is inserted into the 
top right section of the Question card. You may then draw a visual parallel between the text and the work 
of art without having to look for their respective cards. If no card whatsoever is ticked off in any of the 
tables, the Question card does not have a summary, and the other headers take up the entire right-hand 
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section of the card.

As for the "Name" field in Biography cards, you are very strongly advised to always write (a) the 
character's family name, (b) a comma, and (c) the first name, since these names are set in the 
alphabetical order in the tables of card lists. 

Headers: "Author," "Start date-end date" and "Date of birth-date of death"

"Author" (for Text cards and Medium cards), "Start date-end date" (for Period cards and Event cards) 
and "Date of birth-date of death" (for Biography cards) headers correspond to the secondary field of the 
card which is written in grey right under the main field. In the card, the distinctive feature of the 
"Author" field is that it serves as a hyperlink if the author's name coincides with an existing Biography 
card.

To edit a date, just enter the figures matching the year in the adequate field of the card Editing window. By 
agreement, should a header refer to two dates (e.g. Start date-end date) and no figure turns out as the 
second date, the software will interpret this omission as if the period, event or person's life had not ended 
yet. On the other hand, if both dates are identical, this will represent a punctual event that took place at a 
specific time, but without any significant duration. This agreement affects the display of dates and the 
setup of the "Timeline" window in the slide show: if an event or period involves two distinct dates, both 
these dates are displayed in parentheses in the cards-e.g. (1945 to 1954)-and a line joins these two 
dates in the "Timeline" window of the slide show. Yet, if an event involves two identical dates, only one is 
displayed between parentheses in the card-e.g. (1954)-and the event is considered a fact at a given time 
in the "Timeline" window, and no line marks duration; if the event, the period or a character's biography 
involve the entry of one date only, an asterisk replaces the second date on the card-e.g. (1954 to *)-and 
a line joins the first date (1954) and the end of the "Timeline" window in the slide show.

You can enter an author's name in a Text card or in a Medium card in two different ways. First, you may 
select an author that already has a Biography card. To this end, click the arrow-down button at the end of 
"Author with Biography card," and select the author's name. If you have not yet made a Biography card for 
this author, you may do so indirectly by entering the name of the new author (by agreement, family 
name, comma and first name) in "Addition of Biography card," then click "+". Without having to establish 
a link, the new Biography card already contains the title of the Text card or Medium card being edited in 
its "Same-author cards" field. (To be sure, click the Biography tab and display this new card or, easier 
still, click the green square at the bottom of the card being edited and note that the new Biography card 
does appear in the menu.) You may also just enter the author's name in "Author without Biography card" 
by replacing the expression "Unknown author." In the latter case, the author's name, which appears on 
the left in the Text card or the Medium card, will not be a hyperlink.

"Enhancing medium" header

"Enhancing Medium" turns up in all categories of cards, except in Question cards and Media cards.

You may decide to insert an enhancing medium in a Text, Biography, Period or Event card (a) for purely 
aesthetic purposes; (b) to make it more dynamic and interactive; or (c) for particular educational 
reasons. For instance, you may illustrate a poem through a work of art or an event through a relevant 
map; you may display a character's portrait, add to his biography an interview conducted with the 
character, set the tone of a poem by associating appropriate music, etc. 
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The Enhancing medium in a card always refers to an existing Medium card. To associate a Medium card 
with a Text, Biography, Period or Event card, simply click, in the card Editing window, the arrow-down 
button at the end of "Enhancing medium," and then choose the title of the medium that comes out. The 
thumbnail image of the selected medium, or a "Play" button, then appears at the end of "Enhancing 
medium." If the medium you wish to associate has not yet been used as a Medium card, you may create the 
card indirectly by entering its title in the Editing window and then clicking "+". This new Medium card 
can be completed later.

In the card, the Enhancing medium inserts itself in miniature form if it is an image. If, on the other hand, 
you see a "Play medium" button, it represents a soundtrack or an audiovisual document, on the left, 
between the main field and the list of headers. Click the thumbnail image, and you enlarge it in the 
right-hand side of the card; click "Play medium," and the soundtrack or the audiovisual document starts 
playing. Moreover, by clicking the thumbnail image or "Play medium" while pressing "Shift," the 
corresponding Medium card turns up, just like a hyperlink.

 "Medium" header

"Medium" exists only in the Medium cards. In this card category, the medium is the raison d'être of the 
card. By means of this header, you can import the actual medium file in the MEDIA folder of the library. 
To that end, in the card Editing window, you must click the arrow-down button and select the "Import" 
option: a box is now available to open a standard file. You must then browse through the hard disk or other 
peripherals to find the medium you wish to import. It could be (a) an image in any of these formats: 
"PICT" (".pi" or ".pct" extensions), "JPEG" (".jpg" extension) or "BMP" (".bmp" extension), or (b) a 
soundtrack or audiovisual track in any of these formats: "WAVE" (".wav" extension), "AIFF" (".aif" 
extension), "MOOV" (".mov" extension), "MP3" (".mp3" extension), "MP4" (".mp4" extension) or 
"MIDI" ( ".mid" extension). When you click "Open," the medium is automatically duplicated in the 
"MEDIA" folder of the library. The file name is written in the card Editing window, with the thumbnail 
image or a "Play" button (according to the type of medium), at the end of the "Medium" field. In this field, 
you may enter in a special section the reference or source of the medium in order to avoid breaching 
copyright. When you close the card Editing window, the medium moves to the right-hand side of the card, 
with the clickable © symbol, if a reference was introduced. 

Headers "Themes" and "Key words"

"Themes" and "Key words" headers exist in absolutely all types of cards. Both these fields are used 
differently to categorize cards and to retrieve them through search tools. 

Theoretically, card themes should reflect the major subjects or notions peculiar to the discipline being 
taught (e.g. themes focused on history, such as Arts, Religion, Wars, or literary themes, such as Love, 
Nostalgia, Local matters, etc.). These themes gradually add up and are listed as a quick reference tool 
when you click the arrow-down button at the end of the "Search" field in Performer main window. On the 
other hand, key words are practical to briefly sum up or describe a card content, as you may see at a 
glance the overall information in the card. Besides, you can easily memorize the list of key words in the 
card, so that when you look for a specific card, you will remember key words and enter them in the 
"Search" field in Performer main window.

Even if, each in their own ways, these fields help retrieve cards, they are not essential, though. In fact, 
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to find  a card, the search tool does not rely exclusively on the "Themes" and "Key words" fields. When 
you enter any sequence of expressions in the "Search" field of Performer and then start a search 
operation (zoom-shaped button), all fields involving text are analysed to look for the said expressions. 
Therefore, should the data in the "Themes" and "Key words" fields be excluded from the cards, the search 
activity would still prove efficient.

To associate themes or key words and a card, just select, in the table that lists the Themes or Key words 
already produced for other cards, those that apply to the card being edited. You may also create a new card 
by entering it in "Editing themes" or "Editing key words," and then click "+".

To dissociate a theme or key word from a card, click this particular theme or key word in the table. The 
[X] then disappears, which means the association was cancelled

To delete a theme or key word, enter it in "Editing themes" or "Editing key words" (or select it in the 
menu that shows up when you click the arrow-down button), and then click the trash-shaped button.

When you close the Editing window, if the "Themes" and "Key words" headers carry data, they appear in 
the right-hand side of the card and are separated from each other by a dash.

Headers: "Context," "Production date," "Editing date," "Place" and "Place of birth / death"

"Context," "Production date," "Editing date," "Place" and "Place of birth / death" headers all include text 
only which you enter or paste in the appropriate field in the card Editing window.

"Context" occurs in Text cards only. It provides the reader with an appropriate context, particularly 
when the card contains only an excerpt.

"Editing date" exists in Text cards exclusively, and "Production date," in Medium cards exclusively. These 
dates correspond respectively to the edition year of the given text and to the production year of the 
medium. As is the case in all date fields, you may enter figures only (preceded or not by "-" if the date is 
before year 0, or by "~" if it is approximate).

"Place" (Event cards) and "Place of birth" (Biography cards) specify a geographical location (address, 
district, city, country, etc.).

Headers: "Comment" and "Analysis tracks"

All types of cards allow for a "Comment" header that should contain comments or remarks about the card, 
NOT describe the event, the period or a character's life, as this second type of information belongs in the 
"Note" header.

Text cards and Medium cards hold "Analysis tracks." They may carry a list of questions which either 
guide the analysis of text or of medium, or launch a reflection. Each question in this field may be preceded 
by a dash or by a figure, followed by the Shift-Tab keys in Windows (Alt-Tab in Mac OS) to get an 
automatic formatting with left indent.

In the card Editing window, under "Comment" and "Analysis tracks," you may enter a reference or a 
source to avoid breaching copyright. When you close the card Editing window, "Comment" and "Analysis 
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tracks" headers are inserted into the right-hand side of the card, with the clickable © symbol, if the 
reference was provided.

Headers: "Text" and "Note"

"Text" and "Note" are fields in which text is written or pasted. The "Text" header, where you enter the 
whole text or the excerpt which the card refers to, is present in Text cards only. "Note" prevails in 
Biography, Period, Event and Medium cards. It describes a character's life, a period, event or medium, as 
the case may be.

In the card Editing window, under "Text" or "Note," other fields can be completed, if necessary. As was 
the case with "Comment" and "Analysis tracks," you may insert text references or note sources to avoid 
breaching copyright. But you may also associate a medium with the text or with the note (e.g. a 
soundtrack that reproduces either the text or the interview with the character, as described in the note). 
To associate a medium with the text or with the note, follow the same procedure as the one specified above 
in "Enhancing medium.")

When you close the card Editing window, the text or the note turns up in the right-hand side of the card, 
with the clickable © symbol, if the reference was provided, and with "+", if a medium was associated.

Headers: "Questions" and "Same-author cards"

The "Questions" header, which exists in almost all categories of cards (except in Question cards), and 
"Same-author cards," which appears in Biography cards only, should not be filled in, strictly speaking, 
since the software does so automatically. Actually, in the Editing window, a table itemizes the questions 
associated with the card being edited or the works (texts and media) associated with the character, 
without having to click anything. Yet, if you want to create indirectly a new question or a new work (text 
or medium) related to the card being edited, simply enter, first, the question statement in "Addition of 
Question card," and second, the title of the new text in "Addition of Text card" or the title of the new 
medium "Addition of Medium card," and then click "+". Note that the new card can be filled in later.

Headers: "More relevant cards," "Events" and "Periods"

In the card Editing window, "More relevant cards," "Events" and "Periods" all contain a table itemizing 
cards that can be either selected by clicking a line in the table (an [X] in the first column then indicates 
that the card has been selected) or deselected by clicking a line already selected. Also, once the Editing 
window closes, the statement in the main field of each of the cards preceded by an [X] in the table shows 
up on the right-hand side of the card being edited, and this statement is preceded by a small square 
displaying the colour of the category the card belongs in. This statement serves as a hyperlink. When you 
click it, the corresponding card comes out in the foreground.

"More relevant cards" is included in all types of cards. It directs the reader towards other cards that will 
complete the information. In the Editing window, its table itemizes all the library cards as well as their 
respective category.

"Events" appears in Biography cards only. Its corresponding table, in the Editing window, contains 
exclusively Event cards. Normally, you should select just the events dealing with the character's life in 
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the card being edited. If the event you wish to associate with the Biography card has not yet been produced 
in an Event card, you may do so indirectly by entering the title of the event in "Addition of Event card," 
and by clicking "+". Note that the new card can be filled in later.

"Periods" is current in Text cards and Medium cards only. Its corresponding table, in the Editing window, 
itemizes just Period cards. On principle, you should select exclusively the periods connected with the 
text or with the medium being edited (e.g. major literary, historical, artistic trends which the text or 
medium belongs in). If the period you wish to associate with the card being edited has not yet been 
produced as a Period card, you may do so indirectly by entering the title of the period in "Addition of 
Period card" and by clicking "+". Note that the new card can be filled in later.

"For further information…" header 

"For further information…" creates hyperlinks with the Web. In the card Editing window, simply write a 
text and then select the section of the text that corresponds to the clickable hyperlink. This section of text 
will be written automatically in the "Hyperlink" field. Finally, enter the Internet exact address in the 
"URL" field (e.g. "http://www.ccdmd.qc.ca") and choose "Associate" by clicking the gimmal-shaped 
button. As soon as you close the card Editing window, the text of this header is displayed on the right-hand 
side of the card. Hyperlinks are underlined and already functional.

To remove a hyperlink leading to the Web, just click, in the card Editing window, the underlined section 
of the text-as a result, the screen shows the text with the hyperlink and the URL address in their 
respective Editing fields-then choose "Ungroup" in the menu of the gimmal-shaped button.
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Consult l ibrary

"Consult library" allows you to consult cards (Question cards, Text cards, Biography cards, Period cards, 
Event cards, Medium cards) in a library. This is the only activity with a sub-menu-"List-search mode" 
and "Chronology-search mode." The List-search mode itemizes the library cards in a table similar to the 
one described above in "Editing library." The Chronology-search mode presents the cards in two distinct 
columns separated in the middle by a timeline. We will later study the educational advantage of the latter 
type of search mode.

When you choose the "Consult library" activity, the Performer main window is entitled "Consult library, 
List-search mode (<name of library>)" or "Consult library, Chronology-search mode (<name of 
library>)," depending on the sub-menu selected.

In List- or in Chronology-search modes, the Performer main window is subdivided into three parts: the 
top banner, containing a search area and buttons; the central section, itemizing the cards corresponding 
to the search criteria specified in the banner; the bookmark section, enclosing, if necessary, the cards 
selected by the user.

List-search mode

In List-search mode, besides two buttons ("+" and "-") no longer apparent in the banner, and an added 
bookmark area (see below "Bookmarks"), the Performer window looks almost exactly like the one 
described above in "Editing library."

In fact, the banner contains an identical search area, with, first, a field in which you enter a sequence of 
expressions and date fields to limit the research (for additional details, see above "Search field," under 
"Editing library"), and, second, four buttons: (a) the arrow-down button, at the end of the "Search" 
field, to command a list of themes; (b) the zoom-shaped button, to start the search operation; (c) the 
circle-with-two-arrows button, to reset the search operation; and (d) the printer-shaped button, to 
print 1) the content of one or more cards, 2) the card list table, or 3) the table with the bookmarks. 
(For more details, see above "Buttons," under "Editing library".)

Six tabs with different colours, each corresponding to a category of cards, separate the table's banner 
carrying the card list. (For more details, see above "Tabs" and "Table with the card list," under "Editing 
l ibrary". )

When you double-click a line in the table, a card is displayed in the foreground (unless the card was made 
"inactive" by its author; in such a case, the line turns grey and the cursor takes on an open-hand shape). 
In Search mode, the card on the screen is almost identical with the one described above in "Cards," under 
"Editing library." However, it has two special features that will be dealt with below in "Special features 
of cards in Search mode."

Chronology-search mode

Chronology-search mode proves highly fruitful from an educational standpoint. You may draw a parallel 
between two search operations by adopting different criteria. The results of this double search turn up 
independently in two columns separated by a timeline. In each column, you may then restrict the types of 
cards listed. For instance, you may look for all cards dealing with the poet Gaston Miron on the left, and 
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all those related to the poet Émile Nelligan on the right. You will then realise, at a glance, that they lived 
in different times, and you will see which historic events impacted on their respective lives; you will 
note which major trends influenced their individual paths. On the other hand, you may place in the left 
column the biography card of a literary author or of an artist, and see all his work in the right column, 
listed in a chronological order. And again, on the left, you may list major historical periods, and on the 
right, significant events that took place during those years, and so on, and so forth.

In Chronology-search mode, research is conducted the same way as in List-search mode or as in Editing 
mode (for additional details, see above "Search field," under "Editing library"). You may record in the 
banner a sequence of expressions, separated by <and> if necessary, as well as dates that limit the 
research. Then click the zoom-shaped button. Differently from the List-search mode or from the Editing 
mode, a menu now asks you to specify whether the search applies to the left column, the right or both. 
The search result is entered in the heading of the columns (e.g. 14 cards / Nelligan, Émile / from 1879 
to 1940 / Types selected >), and the list of cards in the columns changes accordingly.

You may also restrict the card list in each column to a single type or to just a few. To do so, click the 
expression "Types selected>" in the heading column. A window then invites you to choose "All types," all 
"Text types," all "Biography types," all "Period types," all "Event types," all "Medium types," or also to 
select, with more discrimination, some specific types. By default, "All types" (of cards) is retained. If 
you wish to limit the types, you may tick off "All types" and then gradually add those you want to display. 
Note that the Question type is not included in this list. Understandably enough, in Chronology-search 
mode, questions are not an option since they cannot appear on a timeline.

The circle-with-two-arrows button, as in the List-search mode and the Editing mode, resets the search 
operation. In Chronology-search mode, a menu ("Apply to left column" - "Apply to right column" - 
"Apply to both columns") enables you to execute this operation in the column you choose. Notice that (a) 
the expression "All cards" appears in the "Search" field, and the symbol "*", in the "Date" and "to" fields, 
and that (b) the selected columns itemize all types of cards, without any restriction.

printer-shaped button provides the same menu as that of the List-search mode: "Print content of selected 
card(s)," "Print content of all cards," "Print card list" and "Print bookmark list." The first two 
commands print the detailed content of one or more cards, as was the case with List-search mode or with 
Editing mode (see above the description of the printer-shaped button, in "Buttons," under "Editing 
library"). The last two print commands bring about a different result: "Print card list" prints that list 
in two columns separated by the timeline in the middle, and "Print bookmark list" prints the card list in 
the bookmarks, with the timeline on the left margin.

The cards listed in the columns are each preceded by a small square indicating the category (red for Text 
cards, green for Biography cards, purple for Period cards, yellow for Event cards and orange for Medium 
cards). With a single click on a card, the statement of the main field shows up in bold type, which means 
it is selected (unless it is grey, which then indicates the card was made "inactive" by its author). If you 
click a card and keep pressing the "Ctrl" key in Windows or the "Apple" key in Mac OS, you can select (or 
deselect) several cards. This is quite a handy function when you want to print the content of some cards 
only or drag simultaneously many cards in the bookmark field. When you double-click the card statement 
in the column, the card comes out in the foreground (except "inactive" cards, naturally). This card is 
virtually identical with the one described above in "Cards," under "Editing library". Yet, it involves two 
differences that will be dealt with below in "Special features of cards in Search mode".

Just as the List-search mode, the Chronology-search mode includes a bookmark field in which you may 
insert the cards deemed interesting (whether grey or not). In that field, cards are listed in a 
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chronological order on a timeline. Note that Question cards in the bookmarks, in List-search mode, do not 
show in the bookmarks in Chronology-search mode. Actually, all cards without a date or in which the 
user deliberately omitted entering a date cannot turn up on timelines. The way to add or delete a card from 
the bookmark list is described in the section below.

Bookmarks

In List- or in Chronology-search modes, the bottom of the main window in Performer is set aside for 
bookmarks. In this section, you may store the cards you are interested in. Bookmarks are helpful for two 
main reasons: first, since they are stored when you save the library, you do not have to begin the search 
all over again whenever you start a new work session; second, all cards in the bookmarks automatically 
show up in "Prepare slide show." Consequently, this is a preliminary and necessary step to set up a slide 
show (see below "Prepare slide show" and "Present slide show").

When you consult a card, you may decide to place it in, or remove it from, the bookmark list by clicking 
the small-bookmark-shaped button at the bottom of the card and by picking the "Add" or "Delete" menu, 
as necessary. When you are in Performer main window, you may add one or more cards in the bookmark 
field: first, select the lines in the table that itemizes cards or card statements in a chronology column; 
second, as you keep pressing the mouse button, drag these lines towards the bookmark field at the bottom 
of the window, where you release the card. To remove one or more cards from the bookmark field, just 
select them, and then press the backspace key or choose the appropriate command in the menu displayed 
when you click the bookmark-shaped button. Remember that in order to select several cards, you should 
keep the "Ctrl" key in PC or the "Apple" key in Macintosh pressed as you click the proper cards one after 
the other.

Note.Question cards in bookmarks in List-search mode are no longer apparent in bookmarks in 
Chronology-search mode. In fact, all cards without dates or in which the user has deliberately 
omitted to include a date cannot show up on timelines.

The cards which were made inactive by their author (title of card in grey) can, just like others, be 
dragged into bookmarks in order to have them displayed on a slide show timeline.

Special features of cards in Search mode

Go back to "Cards" above, under "Editing library," to look into the characteristics of a card. In Search 
mode, however, cards have two differences.

- The list of headers on the left of the vertical line which cuts the card into two does not contain all 
possible headers for this type of cards, but only those that were entered when the card was edited. 
When you click one of the headers in the list, the right-hand side of the card scrolls, if necessary, to 
show on the screen the content of the header.

- The eye-shaped button in the card being edited is substituted for a bookmark-shaped button in the 
card in Search mode. This button allows you to add the card to, or delete it from, the bookmark list. 
If you add the card to the bookmarks, the icon of a bookmark appears on its top left corner, and the 
bookmark list in Performer main window now includes this card. Conversely, if you remove the 
bookmark card, the bookmark icon vanishes from the top left corner and the card disappears from 
the "Bookmarks" field in Performer main window.
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Prepare slide show

"Prepare slide show" enables you first to choose from the cards in the bookmarks those you want to 
insert in your slide show, and second to set the order of slides when you present them.

The Preparation window of the slide show is divided into three sections: at the top, a banner with buttons; 
on the left, the thumbnail images of each of the slides corresponding to the cards in the bookmarks; on the 
right, an area where a selected slide materializes in actual size.

In order to better see the slide titles, you may enlarge the section involving the thumbnail images by 
clicking the vertical line separating the window in two and then by moving rightward. 

To select a slide, simply click its thumbnail image. The card is then enlarged in its actual size on the 
right-hand side of the screen (unless this slide was made "inactive" by its author, and, in this case, the 
thumbnail image indicates "Inactive card," and the card does not show). To move a slide, just click the 
thumbnail image and, while pressing the mouse button, place it wherever you wish. When you release the 
mouse button, the slide remains where you left it and it shifts all the subsequent slides. During this 
operation, the order of thumbnail images represents the very order of presentation of this slide during 
the slide show.

In the top banner, the button with a semicircular arrow over a dot specifies whether you must "ignore" 
or "include" the selected slide while presenting your slide show. When you ignore a slide, it remains 
among the other thumbnail images, but it is no longer numbered. Ignoring a slide may be convenient for 
instance when you want to exclude this particular slide from your slide show without, however, 
modifying the bookmark list.

The printer-shaped button prints (a) the selected slide, (b) the whole set of slides unignored, (c) the 
list of slides with or without thumbnail images, or (d) the list of slides on a timeline. Contrary to the 
printing of a slide in the "Editing library" or "Consult library" activities, printing a slide enables you to 
print the exact image of the card precisely as it appears on the screen, not its detailed content.
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Present slide show

"Present slide show" lets you visualise the slide show for yourself or for a group of people. You will 
realise that this slide show is pretty dynamic and interactive since all card functionalities are available: 
navigating among cards through hyperlinks, hyperlinks to the Web, History button, enlarging images as 
well as text fields, etc. Therefore, if you have prepared your presentation by selecting some slides and, in 
the process of presenting your expose, you wish to introduce a slide that was not originally planned, you 
may do so thanks to hyperlinks.

During the slide show, an "Options" button, in the bottom left corner of each slide, lists commands many 
of which serve as link to switch from one slide to another during the presentation:

- move from one slide to another by choosing "Next" or "Previous" in the Options menu, or by means 
of the left/right arrows on the keyboard;

- move directly to the very beginning or very end of the slide show by clicking the "First slide"/"Last 
slide" in the Options menu, or by means of the up/down arrows on the keyboard;

- stop the slide show by choosing "Stop slide show" in the Options menu, or by means of the "Escape" 
key on the keyboard (Note. If the active library has the ".int" extension, "Stop slide show" activates 
"Consult library, List-search mode" in the "Activity" menu; if it is an ".ind" file, that command 
will close the window of this library; if it was the only open window, "Stop slide show" closes 
Performer);

- "Go to..." in the Options menu ("Ctrl+G" in Windows or "Apple+G" in Mac OS) shows a table that 
lists each slide through its code and its title, thus allowing you to switch from one slide to another 
by clicking the lines in the table;

- "Timeline" in the Options menu ("Ctrl+T" in Windows or "Apple+T" in Mac OS) shows (or deletes, 
if it is already active) a window with a timeline on which the title of each slide containing a date 
appears in a chronological order. This timeline also contains, in grey, the title of cards made 
"inactive" by the producer of the library and dragged into the bookmarks. In this window, the 
coloured squares indicate the publication year of a text, the production year of a medium, the birth 
of a character, the beginning of a period or of an event, whereas the coloured lines illustrate the 
duration of an event, of a period or of a character's life. When you click the title of a slide (except 
the titles in grey, since they stand for "inactive" cards), the timeline window moves to the bottom of 
the screen and the corresponding slide is displayed. "Ctrl+Shift+T" in Windows or "Apple+Shift+T" 
in Mac OS places the timeline window at the top of the screen, or at the bottom if it is not already 
there. You may change the leg-i.e. the spacing between years-on this timeline by clicking the upper 
field of the window, where the timeline summary is written (e.g. 12 slides / from 1927 to 2004 / 
leg of 20 >). A menu appears that contains the list of legs you may choose from for this particular 
timeline. The printer-shaped button in the upper left corner of the window will print the timeline 
with the specific leg retained.

The Options menu also involves other commands that will increase the dynamic and interactive features of 
the slide show. (Note. During the slide show, there is a shortened Options menu that includes the 
following commands in the windows of enlarged texts):

- "Preset cursor" ("Ctrl+dot" in Windows or "Apple+dot" in Mac OS) restores on the slide these 
clickable functionalities: hyperlinks, the enlargement of both texts and images and the History 
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button.

- "Reduce" ("Ctrl+-" in Windows or "Apple+-" in Mac OS), available only in the windows of texts 
enlarged during the slide show, changes the standard cursor into a zoom-shaped one with the "-" 
sign. It reduces font size.

- "Pen" ("Ctrl+comma" in Windows or "Apple+comma" in Mac OS) modifies the pen-shaped cursor 
and lets you draw various shapes on the slide, on the image or on the enlarged text. (Note. In "Pen" 
mode, hyperlinks no longer work, and the text fields in the card are no longer clickable.)

- "Marker" ("Ctrl+semicolon" in Windows or "Apple+semicolon" in Mac OS) modifies the 
marker-shaped cursor and allows highlighting (possibility of six different colours) text sections in 
the slide or in the window of the enlarged text.

- "Erase" ("Ctrl+E" in Windows or "Apple+E in Mac OS) removes all traces of pen or marker in the 
slide, the image or the window of the enlarged text.

- The choice of colours in the list-blue ("Ctrl+1" in Windows or "Apple+1 in Mac OS), red 
("Ctrl+2" in Windows or "Apple+2 in Mac OS), green ("Ctrl+3" in Windows or "Apple+3 in Mac 
OS), purple ("Ctrl+4" in Windows or "Apple+4 in Mac OS), yellow ("Ctrl+5" in Windows or 
"Apple+5 in Mac OS) or orange ("Ctrl+6" in Windows or "Apple+6 in Mac-applies for both "Pen" 
and "Marker" modes.
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"Windows" menu

If several libraries are open, you may switch from one to the other by clicking their respective windows 
or by selecting their names in the "Windows" menu.

In this menu, when the name of a window is ticked off, it means the library in this window was not saved 
since the time when changes were made.
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"Help" menu

"Help" contains three commands: "Help of Performer," "Credits" and "Library credits<name of library>".

"Help of Performer" shows the window that provides information on the various functionalities of 
Performer. You may print Help comments by clicking the printer-shaped button in the lower right 
corner of the window.

"Credits" designates the window that supplies the list of organizations having participated in the creation 
of the software and contributed to its production.

"Library credits <name of library >" displays a box in which, if in "Editing library" mode, the library 
author, can enter his/her name or any other message.


